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The complete, missing, Hamiltonian treatment of the standard
SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1) model with Grassmann-valued fermion elds in the Higgs
phase is given. We bypass the complications of the Hamiltonian theory in
the Higgs phase, resulting from the spontaneous symmetry breaking with
the Higgs mechanism, by studying the Hamiltonian formulation of the Higgs
phase for the gauge equivalent Lagrangian in the unitary gauge. A canonical
basis of Dirac’s observables is found and the reduced physical Hamiltonian is
evaluated. Its self-energy part is nonlocal for the electromagnetic and strong
1
interactions, but local for the weak ones. Therefore, the Fermi 4-fermion
interaction reappears at the nonperturbative level.
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In two previous papers [1,2] (referred to as I and II) we made the complete canonical
reduction of the Higgs model with fermions and with spontaneous symmetry breaking in
the Abelian (I) and non-Abelian SU(2) (II) cases. In both cases there is an ambiguity in
solving the Gauss law rst class constraints, which reflects the existence of disjoint sectors of
solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equations. While in the Abelian case there are two sectors
of solutions, the electromagnetic and the Higgs phases, in the non-Abelian SU(2) case the
sectors correspond to six phases, one of which is the Higgs phase and one to the SU(2)-
symmetric phase [the remaining four phases have partially broken SU(2) symmetry and are
not SU(2) covariant]. The Dirac observables and the physical Hamiltonians and Lagrangians
of the Higgs phase have been found in both cases. In the Hamiltonian, the self-energy term
turns out to be local, but not polynomial, and contains a local four-fermion interaction.
Therefore, the nonrenormalizability of the unitary gauge (our method of canonical reduction
is similar to it, but without the introduction of gauge-xings) is conrmed.
In this paper we will give a complete Hamiltonian formulation of the Higgs sector of the
standard SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1) model of elementary particles with Grassmann-valued fermion
elds together with its canonical reduction. Namely, using the results of Refs. [1,2] and those
of Ref. [3], we will nd a complete set of canonical Dirac’s observables and the reduced phys-
ical Hamiltonian. This will be done in the case of a trivial principal SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1)-
bundle (so that there are no monopole solutions) over a xed xo, R3 slice of a 3+1 de-
composition of Minkowski spacetime, without never going to Euclidean space. Since the
reduction is non covariant, the next step will be to covariantize the results by reformulating
the theory on spacelike hypersurfaces foliating Minkowski spacetime and, then, by restrict-
ing the description to the Wigner hyperplanes orthogonal to the total 4-momentum of the
system (assumed timelike). In this way the standard model will be described in the \co-
variant relativistic rest-frame instant form" of the dynamics, which was dened in Ref. [4,5]
for the system of N charged scalar particles (with Grassmann-valued electric charges) plus
3
the electromagnetic eld [for this system one found the Dirac’s observables, the physical
Hamiltonian with the Coulomb potential extracted from eld theory (with the Coulomb
self-energies regularized by the property Q2i = 0 of the Grassmann-valued electric charges),
the second order equations of motion for the eld and the particles and the Lienard-Wiechert
potentials]. In this form of the dynamics there is a universal breaking of Lorentz covariance
connected with the description of the center of mass of the isolated system, but all the other
variables have Wigner covariance. This implies that the relative dynamics with respect to
the center of mass on the Wigner hyperplane is naturally \Euclidean": under a Lorentz
transformation the hyperplane is rotated in Minkowski spacetime (and the canonical center
of mass transforms noncovariantly like the Newton-Wigner position operator, i.e. it has
only the rotational covariance implied by the little group of massive Poincare representa-
tions), but the relative Wigner-covariant variables inside it only feel induced Wigner SO(3)
rotations. The Wigner hyperplane seems to be the natural candidate to solve the Lorentz
covariance problem of lattice gauge theory. It is also possible to formulate covariant 1-time
relativistic statistical mechanics on this hyperplane [4].
Moreover, the noncovariance of the center of mass identies a classical unit of lenght
(the Mller radius  =
p
−W 2=cP 2 = j~Sj=c
p
P 2) to be used as a ultraviolet cuto in a
future attempt to quantize these nonlocal and nonpolynomial reduced eld theories. In
Ref. [6] the results of Ref. [4] were extended to N scalar particles with Grassmann-valued
color charges plus the SU(3) color Yang-Mills eld (pseudoclassical relativistic scalar-quark
model). The Dirac observables, the physical Hamiltonian with the interquark potential and
the second order equations of motion for both the eld and the particles have been found.
In the N=2 (meson) case, a form of the requirement of having only color singlets, suitable
for a eld-independent quark model, implies a \pseudoclassical asymptotic freedom" and a
regularization of the quark self-energies. To reformulate the standard model in this way, one
needs the completion of the description of Dirac and chiral elds and of spinning particles on
spacelike hypersurfaces [7] by adapting the method of Refs. [8] for the canonical description
of fermion elds in curved spacetimes to spacelike hypersurfaces in Minkowski spacetime.
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See Refs. [9] for a review of the full research program and of its achievements till now.
To apply the results of Ref. [3], we must assume that the SU(3) gauge potentials and
gauge transformations belong to a suitable weigthed Sobolev space [10,11], so that any form
of Gribov ambiguity is absent. Instead, it is not necessary that the SU(2)xU(1) gauge poten-
tials and gauge transformations belong to the same special spaces, because the Hamiltonian
reduction associated with the Gauss laws is purely algebraic and does not require to solve
elliptic equations as in the case of the Gauss laws of SU(3). However, if one wishes to have
homogeneous Hamiltonian boundary conditions for the various elds [and also to have the
possibility to try to make the reduction also of the other non-Higgs phases], one has to work
in those special spaces for the whole SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1).
In Section II a review of the standard SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1) model is given to x the
notations.
In Section III we give the Lagrangian density in the unitary gauge and we introduce the
mass eigenstates for the fermions.
In Section IV we give the Euler-Lagrange equations, the Hamiltonian and the primary
and secondary constraints. Also the energy-momentum tensor and the Hamiltonian bound-
ary conditions for the standard model are given. At the end of the Section we show that, if
we try to reformulate the Hamiltonian theory in terms of the vector boson elds rather than
in terms of the original gauge elds, the constraints change nature and the theory becomes
extremely complicated.
Therefore, in Section V we study the Hamiltonian formulation of the Lagrangian in the
unitary gauge. Now we get only primary and secondary constraints, with those referring to
the vector boson being of second class.
In Section VI we nd the electromagnetic and color Dirac observables.
In Section VII a canonical basis of Dirac observables of the standard model is found
and the physical reduced Hamiltonian is given. Its self-energy part is nonlocal for the
electromagnetic and strong interactions, but local for the weak ones. Therefore, the Fermi
4-fermions interaction reappears at the nonperturbative level.
5
Finally, in Section VIII we evaluate the physical Hamilton equations.
In the Conclusions some remarks are made.
II. THE LAGRANGIAN OF THE STANDARD MODEL
In this Section we shall make a brief review of the standard SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1) model
to x the notations.
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The elds GA(x) = gs ~GA(x) [A=1,..,8], Wa(x) = gw ~Wa(x) [a=1,2,3] and V(x) =
gy ~V(x) are the SU(3), SU(2) and U(1) gauge potentials respectively; here gs; gw and gy
are the associated strong (color), weak isospin and weak hypercharge coupling constants.
The generators of the Lie algebras su(3) of color [G^ = GAT^
A
s ] and su(2) of weak isospin
[W^ = WaT^
a
w] in the adjoint representation [8-dimensional for SU(3) and 3-dimensional for










s ] = cABCT^
C
s ;














y = −iY: (2)
The eld strengths and the covariant derivatives associated with GA;Wa; V are
GA(x) = @GA(x)− @GA(x) + cABCGB(x)GC(x);
Wa(x) = @Wa(x)− @Wa(x) + abcWb(x)Wc(x);
V(x) = @V(x)− @V(x);
(D^(G) )AC = AC@ + cABCGB = (@ − G^)AC ;
(D^(W ) )ac = ac@ + abcWb = (@ − W^)ac;
D^(V ) = @ + VYw; (3)
and the gauge transformations are dened as [G^ = GA T^
A





 (x) = U
−1
s (x)G^(x)Us(x) + U
−1
s (x)@Us(x) =
= G^(x) + U
−1
s (x) (@Us(x) + [G^(x); Us(x)]);
W^(x) 7! W^
U
 (x) = U
−1
w (x)W^(x)Uw(x) + U
−1
w (x)@Uw(x) =
= W^(x) + U
−1
w (x) (@Uw(x) + [W^(x); Uw(x)]);
V(x)Yw 7! V
U
 (x)Yw = V(x)Yw + U
−1






s (x)G^(x)Us(x) = G^(x) + U
−1





w (x)W^(x)Uw(x) = W^(x) + U
−1
w (x) [W^(x); Uw(x)];
V(x) 7! V
U
(x) = V(x): (4)
Here Us; Uw; Uy = e
yYw are the realizations in the adjoint representation of the SU(3), SU(2)
and U(1) gauge transformations respectively.
The last term in Eq.(1) is the topological -term [it is the source of strong CP-violation,
whose experimental absence requires   2  10−10]; in it GA =
1
2
GA is the dual


























~(x) = c(x) = 2iT 2w




where the lower subscript of the components denotes the electric charge. The eld c is the
charge conjugate of the Higgs eld. The su(2) generators in the doublet representation are
[a are the Pauli matrices]




















If ~Uw is the realization of the SU(2) gauge transformations in the doublet representation
and W = WaT
a
w, W = WaT
a
w, then in analogy with Eqs.(4) one has W 7! W
U
 =
~U−1w W ~Uw + ~U
−1
w @




The constant o = 

o appearing in the Higgs potential V () = −(
y − 2o)
2 is real;
the three phases a(x) parametrize the absolute minima 
y = 2o of V (). At the quantum
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level <  >= o 6= 0 is the gauge not-invariant formulation of symmetry breaking. The
covariant derivative of the Higgs eld and their gauge transformations are
D
(W;V )
ab b(x) = [ab(@ + V(x)Yw) + (Wc(x)T
c
w)ab]b(x);
(x) 7! U(x) = ~U−1w (x)U
−1
y (x)(x): (7)
The relation between the elds V, W3, and the electromagnetic, A, and neutral vector
boson, Z, elds is
V = gy ~V = gy[−sin w ~Z + cos w ~A] = A − tg wZ;
W3 = gw ~W3 = gw[cos w ~Z + sin w ~A] = A + cot wZ;













(W3 − V): (8)
Here w is the Weinberg angle and e is the unit of electric charge; their relation to the
















































w + Yw) + Z(cot wT
3





w − iQemA − iQZZ =
= −i






(−1 + y)A −
1
2
(cot w + ytg w)Z
1CCA : (10)
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0BB@ 1 + y 0
0 −1 + y
1CCA
and neutral QZ = i(cot wT
3
w − tg wYw) =
1
2
0BB@ cot w − ytg w 0
0 −cot w − ytg w
1CCA charge
generators for the doublet SU(2) representation [in the singlet SU(2) representation one has
Qem = iYw =
1
2
y = Y and QZ = −itg wYw = −
1
2
tg wy and VYw = −iQemA − iQZZ =
− i
2
y(A − tg wZ)]
Qem = i(T
3
w + Yw) =
1
2




QZ = i(cot wT
3




3 − tg wy);
iT 3w = sin w(sin wQem + cos wQZ);
iYw = cos w(cos wQem − sin wQZ): (11)
For the Higgs eld  =
0BB@ +
o









1CCA = 1sin 2w
0BB@ (1− 2sin2 w)+
−o
1CCA.
The Grassmann-valued fermion elds  
(l)
: i(x);  
(q)
: i(x) represent leptons and quarks re-





Ri(x) denote left and right elds [ L =
1
2
(1 − γ5) ;  R =
1
2
(1 + γ5) ;  L =
1
2
 (1 + γ5);  R =
1
2
 (1 − γ5);   =  L R +  R L;  γ =  Lγ L +  Rγ R]: the left
elds belong to the doublet representation of the weak isospin SU(2), while the right ones




RiA(x) also belong to the fundamental
triplet representation of the color SU(3), whose generators are [A are the 3 3 Gell-Mann









































adbc (a; b; c; d = 1; 2; 3): (12)


















for the triplet (R=3) and
C2(8) = 3, C3(8) = 0, for the adjoint (R=8) representations respectively.
The covariant derivatives and gauge transformations [ ~Uw; ~Us are their realizations in
the SU(2) doublet and SU(3) triplet representations respectively] of the fermion elds are
[G = GAT
A







Lib = [ab(@ + VYw) + (W)ab] 
(l)
Lib;
D(V )  
(l)





AB ab  
(q)


























































The known leptons [electron, muon, tau and the associated massless left neutrinos (right
ones are absent)] and quarks [six flavours: up, down, charme, strange, top, bottom, each one







1CCA ;  (l)L2(x) =
0BB@ L(x)
L(x)






R1(x) = eR(x)  
(l)








1CCA ;  (q)L2 (x) =
0BB@ cL(x)
sL(x)
















R1(x) = dR(x);  
(q)
R2(x) = sR(x);  
(q)
R3(x) = bR(x): (14)




: Qem = 0; Y = −
1
2






: Qem = −1; Y = −
1
2
[y = −1]; QZ =
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Due to Eq.(10), Eqs.(3), (7) and (13) imply




w − (A + cot wZ)T^
3
w]ab;
D^(V ) = D
(V )
 = @ + (A − tg wZ)Yw;
D
(W;V )














 + (G)AB: (16)
The Lagrangian density (1) has the following form in terms of the elds A = e ~A,
Z = e ~Z, W =
e
sin w
~W [we dene the following \Abelian" eld strengths: A =














W+ (x)W−(x) + ie[A





















W+(x)  [A(x) + cot wZ(x)]W−(x)  [A(x) + cot wZ(x)] +




w )− iQemA(x)− iQZ Z(x))(x)]
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~j(NC)(x) = cot w J























































As a consequence of the spontaneous symmetry breaking with the Higgs mechanism,
one can make a eld-dependent SU(2) gauge transformation U ()w (x) = e
a(x)T^aw , ~U ()w (x) =
ea(x)T
a
w , to the (not renormalizable) \unitary gauge" where the original SU(3)SU(2)U(1)
gauge symmetry is broken to SU(3)  Uem(1) describing the remaining massless color and
electromagnetic interactions. The explicit action of this gauge transformation is
(x) 7! 
0

























Li (x) 7!  
(l)0







Li (x) 7!  
(q)0





III. THE LAGRANGIAN DENSITY IN THE UNITARY GAUGE
Since the Lagrangian density (1) is invariant under this eld-dependent SU(2) gauge






Li ,  
(q)0
Li , and







Ri . The new Lagrangian density does not
depend on the three would-be Goldstone bosons a(x), which are absorbed to generate the




































































































































































where GF is the Fermi constant. Therefore gw; gy; o;  are replaced by e; w [or GF ], mZ ;mH ,
while mW = mZcos w is a derived quantity (mZ is known with a better accuracy); exper-
imentally one has −1 = (e2=4)−1 = 137:0359895 0:0000061 [in Heaviside-Lorentz units










0:00002)  10−5GeV −2  1=(293GeV )2, sin2 w = 0:23, mZ = (91:1884  0:0022)GeV ,
mH > 65:1GeV (95CL), so that mW = (80:26 0:16)GeV [mW = mZcos w only at the tree








246:221GeV , and, if  = m2W=m
2
Zcos
2 w = 1, − 1 = 4 = (4:1 1:55) 10−3.
Let us remark that the range of the electromagnetic force is innite since the electro-
magnetic eld remains massless; at the quantum level the renormalized electromagnetic




)) (me is the electron mass), so that
(r)   if r is much higher of the electron Compton wavelength (r >> h=mec) and
(r) ! 1 if one probes distances r  h
mec
e−3=  10−300m. Instead for the strong
15
color force, where s = g
2









(Nf = 6 and Nc = 3 are the number of quark flavours and
colors respectively; s  0:2− 0:3Gev is the hadronic color energy scale); forNf = 6 < 33=2
the sign in the denominator is opposite to the electromagnetic one, so that for r ! 0 one has
the \asymptotic freedom" of quarks s(r)! 0, while s(r)!1 (breakdown of QCD per-
turbative expansion) for r ! Rs =
hc
s
 10−15m (the range of strong color interactions) sig-
nalling the connement of quarks and gluons. The range of weak interactions is determined
by the Compton wavelength of the W vector boson, Rw =
h
mW c
 2:5 10−18m:. For com-
parison the distance at which the standard description of the (innite range) gravitational




= 1:616 10−33 cm:,
where GN is the Newton constant.
After the eld-dependent SU(2) gauge transformation U ()w (x), the gauge invariant La-
grangian density (1) becomes [remember that A
0
















































































































0(x) + cot w ~Z
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(em)(x) = cos w
~j
0






(NC)(x) = −sin w~j
0















One can also present the following quartic terms in a dierent way:
−e2( ~A
0(x) + cot w ~Z
0(x))( ~A
0






































































It can be shown that in the unitary gauge the complex mass matrices containing the
Yukawa couplings (replacing the not-gauge-invariant Dirac mass terms) can be diagonalized



















































































































































































































































































































































































The parameters me;m;m ;md;ms;mb;mu;mc;mt [me = m = m = 0], are called
lepton and \current" quark masses. For leptons they coincide with the asymptotic free (on-
shell) states, which however do not exist for quarks according to the connement hypothesis.
For quarks, at the quantum level, these parameters are thought to be running with the
renormalization scale, mq(), usually in the MS renormalization scheme; for the light quarks
u, d, s, one chooses  = 1Gev, while for c and b one can choose mq = mq( = mq) due
to perturbative QCD (mt is still a preliminary result). The chiral symmetry properties
of u, d, s, allow to x in a scale independent way (QCD does not feel flavour) the ratios
2ms=(md + mu) = 22:6  3:3, (md −mu)=(md + mu) = 0:25  0:04. For heavy quarks one
can dene the mass mpoleq associated with a perturbative quark propagator (a kinematical










mpolet −mt( = mt) = 7Gev). For the study of light hadrons (bound states of quarks) one
uses also the \constituent" quark masses, mconstq = mq + s=c
2, since s gives the order of
magnitude of the quark kinetic energy; in this way, even if one sends to zero the current mass
of u, d, s, quarks, one still has for the proton and the neutron mp  2mconstu +m
const
d  mn.
The experimental values of the lepton and current quark masses are
me = (0:51099906 0:00000015)MeV; m = (105:658389 0:000034)MeV;
20
m = (1777:0 0:3)MeV;
me < 7:0eV (95CL); m < 0:27MeV (90CL); m < 24MeV (95CL);
md(1GeV ) = (8:5 2:5)MeV; ms(1GeV ) = (180 25)MeV;
mb = (4:25 0:10)GeV; mu(1Gev) = (5:0 2:5)MeV;
mc = (1:25 0:05)GeV; mt = (175 6)GeV: (25)













































































0(x) + cot w ~Z
0(x))( ~A
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e(m)(x) (m)(x)  (m)(x)
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e(m)(x) (m)(x)  (m)(x)




























































































































The neutral current ~j(NC)(x) is also written in the alternative forms (
P
f is the sum over



















f (x), where gv = sin 2w v = i(T
3
w − 2sin
2 wQem), ga = sin 2w a = iT
3
w [the































In the charge-changing currents of the V-A type (V=vector γ, A=axial-vector γγ5),




L appears; it can be shown that it
depends on three angles 12 = C ; 13; 23 giving the mixing of the quarks d, s, b, of the three
families [cij = cos ij  0; sij = sin ij  0] and a complex phase ei13 [0  13  2], unique
source of the weak CP-violation observed in the K system. With only two families, only
the Cabibbo angle C remains, which is enough to explain the GIM mechanism (absence of
flavour changing neutral currents since dd+ ss = dCdC + sCsC with dC = cos Cd+ sin Cs,
sC = −sin Cd+ cos Cs) and the dierent strength of hadronic 4S = 0 and 4S = 4Q = 1





−s12c23 − c12s23s13ei13 c12c23 − s12s23s13ei13 s23c13
s12s23 − c12c23s13ei13 −c12s23 − s12c23s13ei13 c23c13
1CCCCCCA ; (28)
the matrix of the moduli has the following form and the moduli have the following experi-






















0:9745 to 0:9757 0:219 to 0:224 0:002 to 0:005
0:218 to 0:224 0:9736 to 0:9750 0036 to 0:046
0:004 to 0:014 0:034 to 0:046 0:9989 to 0:9993
1CCCCCCA ; (29)
where  = jVusj = 0:2205  0:0018, A = jVcbj=2 = 0:80  0:04,
p
2 + 2 = jVubj=jVcbj =
0:36 0:10; one has s12 = 0:219 to 0:223, s23 = 0:036 to 0:046, s13 = 0:002 to 0:005.
The total number of free parameters of the standard model is 19: the nine masses
(or Yukawa couplings) me;m;m ;md;ms;mb;mu;mc;mt; the three mixing angles 12 =
C ; 23; 13; the phase 13 [weak CP-violation]; the electromagnetic coupling ; the Weinberg
angle w; the vector boson mass mZ [or mW ]; the Higgs mass mH ; the strong coupling
s(m
2
Z) or the QCD scale s; the -angle [strong CP-violation].
The unitary gauge Lagrangian density has the following exact global (1st Noether theo-
rem) and local (2nd Noether theorem) symmetries;
1) The global groups U
(l)
i (1):  
(l)





i (x), whose conserved quantities are




























=" means evaluated on the equations of motion.
2) The Us V (1) global group [the matrix VCKM mixes the quark families]:
 
(q)
Li (x) 7! e
i(q) 
(q)
Li (x),  
(q)
Ri (x) 7! e
i(q) 
(q)
Ri (x), ~ 
(q)



























s(m)(x)γs(m)(x)+b(m)(x)γb(m)(x)+ u(m)(x)γu(m)(x)+ c(m)(x)γc(m)(x)+ t(m)(x)γt(m)(x)
3) The local strong color group SU(3), GA(x)T^
A 7! U−1s (x)GA(x)T^
A
s Us(x) +
U−1s (x)@Us(x),  
(q)




Li (x),  
(q)










Ri (x), giving the conservation of the non-Abelian SU(3) charges QA (improper con-
25
servation law from the 2nd Noether theorem and Gauss theorem). The associated conserved
current is JsA(x) of Eqs.(27).
4) The local electromagnetic gauge group Uem(1) giving the conservation of the electric
charge (improper conservation law from the 2nd Noether theorem and Gauss theorem).
























Li (x),  
(q)












Ri (x). As we shall see in Section
VI, in the Higgs sector at each instant there is a su(2)xu(1) algebra of non conserved charges
in the electroweak sector.
Moreover, the standard model has approximate global symmetries
1) Strong chiral symmetry
1a) If we put mu = md = ms = 0, 13 = 23 = 13 = 0 (12 = c), and rearrange the











Lagrangian density (26) is invariant under the (strong interactions) global Noether transfor-
mations associated with an UsV (1)UsA(1)SUsV (3)SUsA(3) group, whose innitesimal
form is [V , A, V; A, A; A are the constant parameters; 
A are the SU(3) Gell-Mann ma-
trices in the fundamental triplet representation]
qi(x) 7! qi(x) + iV qi(x); i = 1; 2; 3;





















whose associated conserved Noether vector and axial-vector currents and charges are
V(x) = iq(x)γq(x); QV =
Z
d3xVo(~x; xo);





















QV is the part of baryon number B =
R
d3xJoB(~x; x
o) containing the u(m), d(m), s(m),
quarks, while QV; A are the global approximatively conserved (the scale of the breaking is
given by ms) Gell-Mann flavour charges of the standard quark model of hadrons. They are:
strong isospin T as =
1
2
a, a=1,2,3; strong hypercharge Ys =
1p
3
8, strangeness Ss = Ys − B,
























V-spin V 1s =
1
2
4, V 2s =
1
2










T 3s ; the quark assignements are
B Ts T
3





u(m) 1=3 1=2 1=2 2=3 1=3 0 0 0 1=2 1=2
d(m) 1=3 1=2 −1=2 −1=3 1=3 0 1=2 1=2 0 0
s(m) 1=3 0 0 −1=3 4=3 −1 1=2 −1=2 1=2 −1=2:
Since we have fQV; A; QV; Bg = c A B CQV; C , fQV; A; QA; Bg = c A B CQA; C , fQA; A; QA; Bg =
















(QV; A +QA; A); QA; A = QL; A −QR; A;
fQR; A; QR; Bg = c A B CQR; C ;
fQR; A; QL; Bg = 0;
fQL; A; QL; Bg = c A B CQL; C : (32)
In this form the group UsV (1)  UsA(1)  SUsV (3)  SUsA(3) is replaced by the global
strong chiral group UsR(1) UsL(1) SUsR(3) SUsL(3).
At the quantum level one has:
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A) The vector current V(x) is still conserved.
B) The axial-vector current A(x) is no more conserved due to the global chiral anomaly
[UsA(1)-anomaly]. On one side, this phenomenon explains the otherwise forbidden decay
0 ! 2γ, but on the other side it constitutes the UsA(1)-problem, because one cannot invoke
a dynamical spontaneous symmetry breaking mechanism, since the associated Goldstone
boson should be the 
0
pseudoscalar boson, which has too big a mass. The way out seems
to be topological, i.e. connected with the  vacuum and its strong CP problem, for which
there are various interpretations (existence of the axion,...).
Let us remark that with 3 colors, Nc = 3, there is no local SU(3) SU(2)U(1) chiral
anomaly, which would spoil the renormalizability of the standard model.
C) SUsR(3)  SUsL(3) is supposed to be dynamically spontaneously broken to the di-
agonal SUsL+R(3) = SUsV (3) approximate flavour Gell-Mann symmetry group (valid also
for mu = md = ms 6= 0) by the formation of a quark condensate < q(x)q(x) >6= 0 [in-














should correspond to a magnetic color conguration of the vacuum, responsible for the con-
nement of the electric flux between quarks and for the string tension k  (450Mev)2
(the coecient of the linear conning potential)]. This condensate of quarks pairs breaks
chirality [< 0jqi(x)qi(x)j0 > −(220Mev)2 for each i] with a nonperturbative dynami-
cal mechanism (for instance Nambu-Jona Lasinio). The quark condensate dynamically
generates the \constituent" mass for the quarks, much larger than the \current" mass
[mconstu  m
const
d  300Mev, m
const
s  450Mev], to be used in the quark model as an
eective mass. In the limit of exact SUsV (3), the SUsV (3) octet of pseudoscalar mesons
;K; ; would be massless and would correspond to the eight Goldstone bosons associated
with the spontaneous symmetry breaking.
1b) One could also put mu = md = ms = mc = mb = mt = 0 and study the approximate
SUsL(6) SUsR(6) global symmetry, but it is much less interesting due to the big breaking
of this symmetry measured by the value of mt.
2) Weak chiral symmetry
28
If we put me = m = m = 0 and mu = md = ms = mc = mb = mt = 0 (i.e. all the
leptons and quarks are massless), one has the global Noether symmetry SUwL(2)SUwR(2)
which should be spontaneously broken to the weak isospin SUwL+R(2) = SUw(2) global
custodial symmetry. See Ref. [19].
3) Heavy quark symmetry: for this approximate symmetry see Ref. [20].
IV. EULER-LAGRANGE EQUATIONS AND CONSTRAINTS FROM L(X)
The Euler-Lagrange equations deriving from the Lagrangian density (1) are [V () =
(y− 2o)










































































D(W;V )yT aw] =







































































































































































































= −  (l)Ri[
 
i(@ − VYw)γ




















































































































= −  (q)Ri[
 
i(@ − VYw −GAT
A
s )γ




















































i(@ − VYw −GAT
A
s )γ
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− )− 2e
2 ~W+  ~W−( ~A
 + cot w ~Z
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+ ief[Qem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(x))(x)]y  [Tw (x)]g+
+ ie@ [ ~W

( ~A
 + cot w ~Z
)− ~W ( ~A
 + cot w ~Z
)]−
− ie[( ~A + cot w ~Z
) ~W  − ~W
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~W+  ~W−]− e
2 ~W ( ~A+ cot w ~Z)
2 +
+ e2( ~A + cot w ~Z


















In the last lines we added the Euler-Lagrange equations for ~A = e
−1A, ~Z = e
−1Z,
~W = e
−1sin wW, obtained from Eq. (17).















































































































































































































o); (V )(~y; xo)g = 
3(~x− ~y);
fa(~x; x
o);  b(~y; x
o)g = fa(~x; x
o); y b(~y; x
o)g = ab
3(~x− ~y);
fH(~x; xo); H(~y; x
o)g = 3(~x− ~y);
fa(~x; x





























































All the fermionic momenta generate second class constraints of the type  (x) +
i
2
(  (x)γo)  0,   (x) +
i
2
γo (x)  0, which are eliminated [3] by going to Dirac brack-
ets; then the surviving variables  (x);  (x) satisfy (for the sake of simplicity we still use the











































o (x), are Dirac multipliers; B
(G)k








kijW ija (x), B
(V )k(x) = −1
2
kijV ij(x) are the magnetic elds for the corresponding in-





















a (x) + g
−2
w




(V ) 2(x) + ~B(V ) 2(x)] +
+ (x)y(x) + [ ~D







Li (x)[~  (~@ + ~Wa(x)T
a












Ri (x)[~  (~@ + ~V (x)Yw)−
 
(~@ − ~V (x)Yw)  ~] 
(l)
Ri(x)−




















Li (x)[~  (~@ + ~Wa(x)T
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w − ~V (x)Yw − ~GA(x)T
a












(~@ − ~V (x)Yw − ~GA(x)T
A













(~@ − ~V (x)Yw − ~GA(x)T
A
s )  ~] ~ 
(q)
Ri (x)−














  (q)Lj (x)−































































− Vo(x)[−~@  ~
(V )(x) + i (l)yLi (x)Yw 
(l)
































A (x) + ao(x)
(W )o

















The time constancy of the primary constraints 
(G)o
A (x)  0, 
(W )o
a (x)  0; 
(V )o(x)  0,
yields the Gauss law secondary constraints
Γ
(G)




A (x) = −~@  ~
(G)




























B (x) + J
o
sA(x)  0;




a (x) = −~@  ~
(W )
a (x)− abc ~Wb(x)  ~
(W )
























y(x)T awy(x)) + J
o
wa(x)  0;
Γ(V )(x) = g−2y L
(V )o(x) = −~@  ~(V )(x) + i (l)yLi (x)Yw 
(l)













Ri (x) + i ~ 
(q)y










(x)  0: (38)
The secondary constraints are constants of the motion and the 16+6+2=24 primary and

















Let us make a digression on the choice of the boundary conditions on the various elds.
The conserved energy-momentum and angular momentum tensor densities and Poincare
generators are [ = i
2
[γ; γ ], i = 1
2
ijkjk; D(:)y are dened as in Eq.(13) with a change
of sign in the elds]






















[D(W;V )(x)] + [D(W;V )(x)]
y
[D(W;V )(x)]−
−  [ [D(W;V )(x)]
y


















































































  (q)Lj (x)] +
















  (q)Lj (x)];























































































(V )2(~x; xo) + g−2y ~B
(V )2(~x; xo)] +
+ (~x; x
o)  y(~x; x
o) + [ ~D(W;V )(~x; xo)]
y


















































































































  (q)Lj (x)g;
P i =
Z
d3x f(~(G)A (~x; x
o) ~B(G)A (~x; x
o))
i
+ (~(W )a (~x; x












































































d3x f[~x (~(G)A (~x; x




+ [~x (~(W )a (~x; x




+ [~x (~(V )(~x; xo) ~B(V )(~x; xo))]
i
−
+ [~x ((~x; x










o)[~x (D(W;V )i +
 









































~ (q)yRi (~x; x
o)[~x (D(V;G)i +
 


















































Ki = Joi = xoP i −
Z
d3xxioo(~x; xo): (40)
Now, following Ref. [3], we will assume the following not-Lorentz-invariant phase-space ori-
ented boundary conditions for r = j ~x j ! 1, implying that the ten Poincare generators
are nite [these boundary conditions are natural for the covariantization of the theory by



















) ~B(G)A (~x; x
o); ~B(W )a (~x; x







o); ~(W )a (~x; x














o); (W ) oa (~x; x







o) ! Us;w;y;1 +O(r















(~x; xo) ! const: +
const:
r2+






 (~x; xo) !
const:
r3=2+
+O(r−2);  =  
(l)










) Γ(G)A (~x; x
o); Γ(W )a (~x; x




) (G)A (~x; x
o); (W )a (~x; x










the parameters of the innitesimal gauge transformations generated by the rst class con-
straints Γ
(G)
A (x)  0;Γ
(W )
a (x)  0;Γ
(V )(x)  0; as shown in Ref. [3], they must have the
same boundary conditions as the Gauss laws.
With these angle-independent limits for r ! 1, the non-Abelian color charges (see
Ref. [3]) transform covariantly under the gauge transformations, which in turn preserve the
boundary conditions on the elds. We have assumed the same boundary conditions of the
strong interactions also for the electroweak ones, so that also the (unbroken) non-abelian
SU(2)  U(1) charges transform covariantly under gauge transformations. Moreover, with
some rening of these boundary conditions (see Ref. [3]), one can avoid any form of Gribov
ambiguity for all the interactions.
Let us now reformulate the Hamiltonian theory in terms of the elds H(x), a(x), A(x),
Z(x), W(x) [see Eq.(17)] , rather than in terms of the elds a(x), V(x), Wa(x).
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By using Eqs.(5), (7), (8), (10), (18), the formula e−bT
b
wT awe






abc; see Ref. [3]], the identities 
a b = ab + iabc
c,  cad = iadc + ad
c + ac
d − cda,








1CCA = −a3,  0 1  a b
0BB@ 0
1
















3, n^a = a=, @=@a = n^a, @n^a=@b =
1














= ( [cos(x)ab + 2sin
2(x)
2














= ( [cos (x)a3 + 2sin
2 (x)
2








































































































































2 + (A(x) + cot wZ(x))
2




2(x)− Z2(x) + 2cot wA(x)  Z(x))−
− 2(A(x)− tg wZ






































The new canonical momenta associated with the Lagrangian density (17) are [see Eq.(17)
for the expression of the kinetic term − 1
4g2w
W a Wa −
1
4g2y
V V in terms of A; Z;W;
Woi = @





































































































































i(x) + cot wZ
i(x))−W i(x)(A
o(x) + cot wZ
o(x))];






i(x) + cot wZ
i(x))−W i(x)(A
o(x) + cot wZ
o(x))]; (43)
they satisfy standard Poisson brackets.
These new momenta are related to (x); y(x); 















































V o(x) + W
0o
a (x)
a = Ao(x)− tg wZ
o(x) +
+ f[cos (x)a3 + 2sin
2 (x)
2
n^a(x)n^3(x) + sin (x)a3bn^b(x)](A

















































































3 (x) = sin w(sin w~
(A)(x) + cos w~
(Z)(x));
~(V )(x) = cos w(cos w~




3 (x) + ~
(V )(x);
~(Z)(x) = cot w~
(W )






(~(W )1 (x) i~
(W )
2 (x)): (44)





A (x) = −~@  ~
(G)
A (x)− cABC ~GB(x)  ~
(G)









3 (x) + Γ
(V )(x)) =
= −~@  ~(A)(x) + i( ~W+(x)  ~






3)(x)− y(x)(1 + 3)y(x)] + ~j
o
(em)(x)  0;
Γ(Z)(x) = cot wΓ
(W )
3 (x)− tg wΓ
(V )(x) =
= −~@  ~(Z)(x) + icot w( ~W+(x)  ~






3 − tg w)(x)− 
y(x)(cot w












= −~@  ~(W)(x) i( ~W(x)  sin w(sin w~
(A)(x) + cos w~
(Z)(x))−


























































































































































[(cos  + isin n^3)W
o





































[(sin n^3 − icos )W
o
+ + (sin n^3 + icos )W
o
−]: (45)
The main point is that Γ(A), Γ(Z), Γ(W), are independent from H(x) andAo(x). However
they depend on Zo(x), W o(x), and this implies the existence of 3 tertiary constraints and
of 3 quaternary ones [see Ref. [21] for the general patterns of second class constraints].
Namely, in the new variables the constraints change nature and number with respect to the
Hamiltonian formulation associated with the Lagrangian (1) [in contrast to papers I and II,
this is due to the mixing in Eqs.(8) together with the non-Abelian nature of W a ].
While the color and electromagnetic Gauss laws Γ
(G)
A (x)  0, Γ
(A)(x)  0, are ellip-
tic equations in the momenta ~
(G)
A (x), ~
(A)(x), respectively, the weak ones Γ(Z)(x)  0,
Γ(W)(x)  0, are ambiguous: each one of them (in analogy to I, II, and momentarily for-
getting their dependence on Zo and W o) can be thought either as an elliptic equation in
one of the momenta ~(Z)(x), ~(W)(x), or as an algebraic equation in the Higgs momenta
(the would-be Goldstone bosons) (x); 3(x). Since the Gauss laws are the subset of the
Euler-Lagrange equations independent from the accelerations, it turns out that the space
of solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equations of the standard model is the disjoint union of
8 sectors (for 6 of them there may be many inequivalent copies corresponding to dierent
choices of which combinations of the Higgs momenta have to be determined):
i) the SU(2)  U(1) symmetric phase (0 broken and 4 unbroken generators), in which
all the elds A; Z;W (or V;Wa) are massless.
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ii) 3 phases with 1 broken and 3 unbroken generators, in which SU(2)U(1) is broken to
three non-commuting U(1)’s. The three phases are: a) A;W massless and Z massive; b)
A; Z;W+ massless andW− massive; c) A; Z;W− massless andW+ massive. However,
in general there are phases corresponding to all the possible choices of which combination
of V;Wa, becomes massive.
iii) 3 phases with 2 broken and 2 unbroken generators, in which SU(2)U(1) is broken to
two (in general non-commuting) U(1)’s. The three phases are: a) A; Z massless and W
massive; b) A;W+, massless and Z;W−, massive; c) A;W−, massless and Z;W+,
massive. Again there may be many other copies of these phases.
iv) The Higgs phase with 3 broken and 1 unbroken generators, in which SU(2)  U(1)
is broken to U(em)(1): A massless and Z;W massive.
However, in contrast to I and II, here the situation is much more complicated due to
the presence of Zo and W o in the constraints. The expected 3 tertiary and 3 quaternary
constraints should be such that at the end one gets the following situation in the Higgs
phase: i) Ao(x) is a gauge variable conjugate to the 1st class constraint (A)o(x)  0; ii)
a(x) and a(x) are determined by 3 pairs of 2nd class constraints (containing Γ
(Z)(x)  0,
Γ(W)(x)  0 and the 3 tertiary constraints); iii) (Z)o(x) [ 0], (W)o(x) [ 0] and the 3
quaternary constraints determining Zo(x), W o(x), form 3 pairs of 2nd class constraints; iv)

(G)o
A (x)  0, Γ
(G)
A (x)  0 are 1st class constraints.
Due to this extremely complicated situation, we will not study the direct canonical
reduction in the Higgs sector of the constrained phase space associated with the Lagrangian
density (17) [one should evaluate the Hamiltonian associated with the Lagrangian (17) and
make a complete analysis of the constraints], but, following I and II, we will study the easier
canonical reduction of the rst and second class constraints deriving from the Lagrangian
density L
0
(x) of Eq.(21) in the unitary gauge.
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V. EULER-LAGRANGE EQUATIONS AND CONSTRAINTS FROM L
0
(X)
The Euler-Lagrange equations associated with the Lagrangian density (21), which
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The canonical momenta associated with the Lagrangian density (21) [ ~E(
~A)0i = − ~A
0oi,
~E(
~Z)0i = − ~Z
0oi, ~E(





 ) = − ~W
0oi
 are natural denitions of \Abelian"
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~Z)0i(x) = − ~Z



































































~W)0(~y; xo)g = 
3(~x− ~y); (47)




























(x). The fermion momenta generate second class
constraints, which can be eliminated with the Dirac brackets (36).
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( ~A), ~ (
~Z), ~ (
~W), dened in the next Eq.(49).
The time constancy of the primary constraints generates the secondary ones
Γ
(G)
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(x)) + e~jo(NC)(x)  0;
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~jo(CC)(x)  0; (49)
where Eqs.(27) have to be used for the fermionic currents.
The constraints Γ
(G)
A (x)  0, Γ
( ~A)(x)  0, are constant of the motion and rst class:
therefore, GoA(x) and ~A
0o(x) are gauge variables. Instead the time constancy of  (
~Z)(x) 
0,  (




o (x) (they vanish), so that
these constraints form pairs of second class constraints with their primaries ~(
~Z)0o(x) 
0; ~(
~W)0o(x)  0 and determine their conjugate variables ~Z
0o(x); ~W
0o
 (x), which can be
eliminated by going to Dirac brackets.
VI. ELECTROMAGNETIC AND COLOR DIRAC OBSERVABLES
We shall use the results of Ref. [3] to nd a canonical basis of electromagnetic and color
Dirac’s observables, having vanishing Poisson bracket with all the constraints and gauge
variables, and we shall use the equations  (
~Z)(x) = 0,  (
~W)(x) = 0, together with the




In the electromagnetic case, we have the following decomposition (Hodge decomposition





(x) [see Eqs.(2-10) and (2-9) of the second paper in Ref. [3]; 4 = −~@2]
~~A
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ij
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; 4c(~x− ~y) = 3(~x− ~y);



























































f ~ (q)RiA(~x; x
o);Γ(




the electromagnetic Dirac observables [having vanishing Poisson brackets with Γ(
~A)(x) and


























The analogous decompositions in the non-Abelian SU(3) case can again be obtained
from the second paper in Ref. [3]. For the vector potential we use Eqs.(4-13), (4-16), (4-26),














B (x)  d~x = HB(
(G)(x))~@
(G)
B (x)  d~x =
= A(












(G)(x; s))D(G)B (x; s): (54)
If A are coordinates in a chart of the group manifold of SU(3), the matrices AAB()





+[HA(); HB()] = 0. We shall use only canonical coordinates of the rst kind,
dened by AAB()B = A [ so that A() =
eT−1
T
with (T)AB = (T^
C
s )ABC = cABCC ]. If
A = AAB()dB are the left-invariant (or Maurer-Cartan) one-forms on SU(3), the abstract
Maurer-Cartan equations are dA = −
1
2
cABCB ^ C ; then, by using the preferred line γ(s)
(s is the parameter along it) dening the canonical coordinates of the rst kind in a neigh-
bourhood of the identity I of SU(3), one can dene d(γ)!
(γ)
A ((s)) = A((s)) [d(γ) is the
















I !Gjγ , where !G = AT^
A
s is the canonical one-form on
SU(3) in the adjoint representation. In our case of a trivial principal SU(3)-bundle
P (R3; SU(3)) over R3 [xed xo slice of Minkowski spacetime], it is shown in Ref. [3] that
A(
(G)(x); ~@(G)(x)) and Ω(γ^)s (
(G)(x)) are just the extension of these SU(3) objects: in
the second paper of Ref. [3], a connection-dependent coordinatization (~x; xo; (G)(~x; xo)) of
the principal bundle is given with the SU(3) bers parametrized with parallelly transported
(with respect to the given connection) canonical coordinates of the rst kind from a ref-








o) vanish on the identity cross section I of the trivial principal bun-
dle. The path γ^ is a surface (in the total bundle space) of preferred paths, associated
with these generalized canonical coordinates of the rst kind, starting from the identity
cross section I till a cross section parametrized by the parameter s, in a tubolar neigh-
bourhood of I . The operator d(γ^) is the exterior derivative on the principal SU(3)-bundle
total space restricted to γ^; it can be identied with the vertical derivative on the princi-
pal bundle and with the Hamiltonian BRST operator. With these conventions, one has
f:;Γ(G)A (x)g  f:;− ~^DAB  ~~
(G)0







[B() = A−1()] with the func-
tional derivative to be interpreted as a directional derivative along the surface of paths γ^.
The longitudinal gauge variables (the non-Abelian counterpart of ~em(x)) have a compli-
cated formal implicit expression given in Eq.(4-49) of the second paper of Ref. [3] and sat-




o)g = −AB3(~x−~y), where ~Γ
(G)








o)g = 0]. In Eq.(54), AAB((G)(x))~@
(G)
B (x) is
the pure gauge part (saturated with d~x it is the BRST ghost) of the vector potential ~GA(x):
the magnetic eld ~B
(G)
A (x) is generated only by the second term of Eq.(54). In this sense,

(G)
A (x) = 0 is the true generalized non-Abelian Coulomb gauge with all the same proper-
ties of the Abelian Coulomb gauge. In suitable weighted Sobolev spaces [11], as discussed
in Ref. [3], this gauge-xing is well dened, since all the connections over the principal
SU(3)-bundle are completely irreducible [their holonomy bundles (i.e. the set of points of
P (R3; SU(3)) which can be joined by horizontal curves) coincide with the principal bundle
itself] and there is no form of Gribov ambiguity (i.e. of stability subgroups of the group of
gauge transformations for special connections and/or eld strengths). In these spaces, the
covariant divergence is an elliptic operator without zero modes [10] and its Green function
~
(G)
AB (~x; ~y; x










AB (~x; ~y; x
o) = ~c(~x− ~y) (G)AB (~x; ~y; x
o) = ~c(~x− ~y)(P e
R x
y
d~z  ~GC(~z;xo)T^Cs )AB: (55)
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A (x) = −
~@
4



















B;D?(x) = 0: (56)
It is shown in Eqs. (5-7), (5-8), (5-10), of the second paper in Ref. [3] that we have




AB (~x; ~y; x
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Moreover, Eqs.(5-21) and (5-25) of that paper give
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o)g = 0: (58)
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and with ~@  ~
(G)























































It is not necessary to solve this equation, since for Γ
(G)
A (x) = 0 and 
(G)
A (x) = 0 [so that
also ~@
(G)
A (x) = 0, Ω
(γ^)
s (













d3y ~@x  ~
( G?)










AB (~x; ~y; x






While in the electromagnetic case it is possible to get the physical Hamiltonian with-
out imposing the Coulomb gauge-xing ~em(x)  0 (namely it is obtained by a canonical
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decoupling of the gauge degrees of freedom ), this is too dicult in the non-Abelian case.
Therefore, we shall evaluate the physical quantities by imposing the generalized Coulomb
gauge-xings (G)A (x)  0. Conceptually, the canonical decoupling of the gauge degrees of




























the fermionic Dirac observables (with vanishing Poisson brackets with the color Gauss laws




















and, by using Eqs.(5-31)-(5-33) of the second paper in Ref. [3] , we have for the quark elds
i (q)y(x)~  [~@ + ~GA(x)T
A
s ] 
(q)(x)!(G)!0 i  





where  (q)(x) are the color Dirac observables. Analogously, in the electromagnetic case, one
has for the electrically charged fermions


























~~A?(x)]  (x); (67)
As shown in Refs. [3,1], the Noether identities implied by the second Noether theorem,
applied to the color SU(3) gauge group, give the following result for the weak improper
conserved non-Abelian Noether charges Q
(G)























d2~  ~E(G)A (~x; x
o); (68)
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sA [for
 = 0 one gets Γ
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sA  0] is the strong improper conserved
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f Q(G)A ; Q
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f  (q)A (~x; x
o); Q
(G)
B g = [T
B
s
 (q)(~x; xo)]A: (69)
Instead, as shown in I and II, the original SU(2)xU(1) gauge invariance is broken in the
Higgs phase and there is no Gauss theorem associated with it due to the existence of the
mass for the Z and W bosons (whose electric elds go to zero at space innity). Let us
remark that the second class constraints  (
~Z)(x)  0 ,  ( ~W)(x)  0, of Eqs.(49) can be
rewritten as
 (



















































































are not constants of the motion as can be checked by evaluating their Poisson brackets with




by using Eq.(70) and with (
~Z)
o (x) = 
()
o (x) = 0. Here, there is a dierence with the result
in II: in the SU(2) Higgs model the 3 second class constraints are a vector under SU(2)
and generate global SU(2) transformations under which the Hamiltonian (a SU(2) scalar) is
invariant, so that there are 3 conserved charges. Here, the mixing with the Weinberg angle
implies that the 3 second class constraints (70) generate global transformations under which
the Hamiltonian is not a scalar due to mZ 6= mW and due to the mass terms of the fermions.
It is not clear, at the mathematical level, which is the distinction between second class con-
straints generating conserved quantities like in II [it would correspond to the rst Noether
theorem hidden in the second Noether theorem describing local gauge transformations [17],
extended to include the local Noether pseudogauge transformations generated by the sec-
ond class under which the Lagrangian is invariant modulo those acceleration-independent
combinations of its Euler-Lagrange equations corresponding to these secondary constraints
[17]] and second class constraints not generating constants of motion like in this case.
By adding to these non conserved charges the constant of the motion corresponding to the
electromagnetic charge [the second Noether theorem [17] implies that the strong improper
conserved charge Q(s)(em) =
R
d2~  ~(A) is connected through the Gauss law Γ(
~A)(x)  0 of
Eqs.(49) to the weak improper conserved charge Q(em) =
R
d3x[~jo(em) + i(














) + ~jo(em)](~x; x
o); (72)











( ~Q(CC)+ − ~Q(CC)−);
~Q3w = sin w(sin w ~Q(em) + cos w ~Q(NC));
~QYw = cos w(cos w ~Q(em) − sin w ~Q(NC));
f ~Qiw; ~Q
j






f ~Q(em); ~Q(NC)g = 0; f ~Q(em); ~Q(CC)g = i ~Q(CC);
f ~Q(NC); ~Q(CC)g = icot w ~Q(CC);
f ~Q(CC)+; ~Q(CC)−g = −i(sin
2 w ~Q(em) + sin wcos w ~Q(NC): (73)
Therefore, the charges satisfy a global su(2) u(1) algebra, even if only the electromag-
netic charge is conserved (custodial symmetry).
However, if we go to the electromagnetic Coulomb gauge by adding the gauge-
xing ~em(x)  0 [@o~em(x)  0 implies (
~A)
o (x) = 0 in Eq.(48)] and we
dene the associated Dirac brackets f(~x; xo); (~y; xo)g = f(~x; xo); (~y; xo)g +R
d3z[f(~x; xo);Γ(
~A)(~z; xo)g fem(~z; xo); (~y; xo)g −
f(~x; xo); em(~z; xo)g fΓ(
~A)(~z; xo); (~y; xo)g], we nd that the charges have their al-











~Q(CC)+(~x; xo)~@  ~W+(~y; xo) + ~Q(CC)−(~x; xo)~@  ~W−(~y; xo)). To recover the
algebra of charges in the Coulomb gauge, one should redene the charges.
This means that, due to the Weinberg rotation, ~em(x) is not the natural variable con-
jugate with Γ(










































and we impose the gauge-xing ~
0
em(x)  0 [this means that the electromagnetic Coulomb
cloud is replaced by a hypercharge cloud, associated with an eective hypercharge eld
~~V
0
(x)], then, since f~
0
em(~x; x
o); ~Q(CC)g = 0, the su(2)u(1) algebra of charges is preserved
at the level of Dirac brackets.
The new variable ~
0
























A (x)  0, whose time constancy implies Ao(x) = 
( ~A)
o (x) = 0 in Eq.(48).
VII. DIRAC’S OBSERVABLES FOR THE STANDARD MODEL









































































































Note that the fermion elds  
(l)
Li ,  
(q)
Li , are dressed with clouds of would-be Goldstone




through Eqs.(8) and the rst of Eqs.(42).
The Dirac’s observables for the fermionic charge densities are [one has iT 3w =


















Li (x)Qem  
(q)
Li (x) +  
(q)y












































































= sin w[sin w
~j
o






































































whose expression in terms of the physical mass eigenstates e; :::; e; ::: coincide with Eqs.(27).
By collecting all the previous results, by using Section 6 of the second paper in Ref. [3]
[especially Eq.(6-27)] and by using the following notation for the non-Abelian counterpart of
c(~x−~y) = 14








−AD3(~x − ~y) and, if one puts equal to zero the structure constants cABC , this equation
becomes 4C(G)(o)4;AB (~x; ~y; x
o) = AB
3(~x− ~y) so that C(G)(o)4;AB (~x; ~y; x












o) = AB c(~y1 − ~y2)−
− 2
Z










3z2 c(~y1 − ~z1) [@
h
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UV (~z1; ~z2; x






TB (~z2; ~y2; x
o): (79)





A (x) = 0 [we also rescale the SU(3) vector potential ~GA?(x) = gs
~~GA?(x) so that gs now
appears in the eld strength]. It consists of four pieces
Hphys(x) = Ho(x) +Hmagn(x) +Hself(x) +  Qtop(x) (80)


































































































1CCAM (l)ij  (l)Rj(x) +  (l)Ri(x)M (l)yij  0 1    (l)Lj(x)] +
+  
(q)y


















































































































































e(m)y(x) (m)y(x)  (m)y(x)















































































em(x) = 0] gauge.
ii) The magnetic bilinear, trilinear and quadrilinear terms [ B(












ijkWjk are the \Abelian" magnetic elds, while




























































































































~~Z(x) + cot w
~~Z(x))]: (82)














































































































































































































There is a relevant asymmetry between the electromagnetic and color (massless elds)
nonperturbative self-energies, which are \nonlocal" (more exactly bilocal), and the weak
72













that they had been eliminated from the \tree level"









to the Hamiltonian density (48) [the same terms with the opposite sign to the unitary
gauge Lagrangian density (21)], then in Eqs.(49) the coecients of ~Z
0o(x) and of ~W
0o
 (x)
would become 4 + m2Z(1 +
e
sin 2wmZ




and the last two terms in Eq.(83) would become bilocal (like the non-weak ones) with the
expected massive Yukawa Green functions for the weak self-energies in analogy with the
electromagnetic and color massless ones. Once the model will be reformulated in a covariant
way on spacelike hypersurfaces, this modication can be done in a covariant way.
Let us remark that if, in analogy to I and II, we add the holonomic constraint H(x)  0
to the physical Lagrangian with a multiplier (x), then its time constancy would imply the
constraint H(x)  0 and @oH(x)  0 would determine (x). Therefore, it is consistent
to put H(x) = H(x) = 0 in the physical Lagrangian: we would get the Hamiltonian
corresponding to treat the elds Z(x) and W (x) as massive vector elds (Proca eld
theory) with masses mZ and mW = cos wmZ respectively [see the discussion in I and II].
The elimination of H(x) can also be thought as a limiting classical result of the so-
called \triviality problem" [triviality of the 4 theory [18]], which however would imply a
quantization (but how?) of the Higgs phase alone without the residual Higgs eld, so that
also its quantum fluctuations would be absent. Instead these fluctuations are the main left
quantum eect in the limit mH ! 1, which is known to produce [22], in the non-Abelian
case, a gauge theory coupled to a nonlinear SU(2)L  SU(2)R -model, equivalent [23] to a
massive Yang-Mills theory.
Finally, let us note that the coupling to the Higgs eld H(x) is always proportional to
the charge-mass ratio jej=sin 2wmZ .
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VIII. PHYSICAL HAMILTON EQUATIONS.
Instead of evaluating the physical Lagrangian [it can be made with the inverse Legen-
dre transformation like in Ref. [3]], which is not particularly illuminating being even more
nonlocal of the physical Hamiltonian, we will present the physical Hamilton equations
However, before doing that, let us introduce the following notations: i) the charge den-
sities appearing in the self-energies (83) are those of Eqs. (70), (72), specialized to the
generalized Coulomb gauge, and satisfy the su(3) su(2) u(1) algebra [see Eqs.(69) and
(73)]. They will be denoted as [(~@=4)  ~f(~x) =
R


































































































( Q(CC)+ − Q(CC)−);
Q3w = sin w(sin w Q(em) + cos w Q(NC));
QYw = cos w(cos w Q(em) − sin w Q(NC)); (85)






















































Therefore, the weak self-energies contain the densities of the neutral and charged charges
Q(NC), Q(CC): even if these charges are not constants of motion, the associated charges
Qaw, QYw , still satisfy a su(2)xu(1) algebra in this generalized [~
0
em(x) = 0] gauge [this is the
reason why we choose this gauge rather then the standard Coulomb one ~em(x) = 0 ].
The derivatives of Hself with respect to the charge densities , which will be left implicit

























































The Hamilton equations are [Hphys =
R
d3xHphys(~x; xo) = Ho + Hmagn + Hself + Htop;
let us remark that Htop =
R
d3x Qtop(~x; x





A (x), since the reduced topological charge is no more a surface term: the



























































































































































































































































( ~W+) j Q(CC)− − i~
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( ~W+) i Q(CC)− − i~



























































( ~W+) j Q(CC)− − i~














o); Hphysg = −
Hphys
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= f  (l)Li (~x; x
o); Hphysg =































































(~x− ~y)  [i
~~W− Q(CC)− − i
~~W+ Q(CC)+](~y; xo)













= f  (l)Ri(~x; x
o); Hphysg =




















































(~x− ~y)  [i
~~W− Q(CC)− − i
~~W+ Q(CC)+](~y; xo)














= f  (q)Li (~x; x
o); Hphysg =




























1CCAM (q)ij  (q)Rj (~x; xo) +
0BB@ 1
0
















































(~x− ~y)  [i
~~W− Q(CC)− − i
~~W+ Q(CC)+](~y; xo)













= f  (q)Ri (~x; x
o); Hphysg =





















































(~x− ~y)  [i
~~W− Q(CC)− − i
~~W+ Q(CC)+](~y; xo)











































































(~x− ~y)  [i
~~W− Q(CC)− − i
~~W+ Q(CC)+](~y; xo)























































































































(~x− ~y)  [i
~~W− Q(CC)− − i
~~W+ Q(CC)+](~y; xo)






































































































(~x− ~y)  [i
~~W− Q(CC)− − i
~~W+ Q(CC)+](~y; xo)























































































































(~x− ~y)  [i
~~W− Q(CC)− − i
~~W+ Q(CC)+](~y; xo)

















































One could deduce the Euler-Lagrange equations from here without making the inverse
Legendre transformation to nd the physical Lagrangian. See Ref. [6] for the form of the
reduced second order equation for the transverse Yang-Mills eld (formulated on spacelike
hypersurfaces) when only the color SU(3) eld is present.
Let us remark that, like in papers I and II, if we assume that the Higgs eld H(x) is a
weak nearly constant eld [H(x)  0, @oH(x)  0], from its equation of motion we get the







































































Finally, one should check that the dressed (Dirac observable) charges QV , QA, QV; A, QA; A,
corresponding to Eqs.(31), are constants of the motion in the limit mu = md = ms = 0,




We have given the missing complete Hamiltonian treatment of the standard model of
elementary particles in the Higgs phase. A canonical basis of Dirac’s observables for the
electromagnetic, strong and weak interactions has been found and the noncovariant canonical
reduction (the generalized Coulomb gauge) has been done. We have evaluated the physical
noncovariant, nonlocal and nonpolynomial Hamiltonian. An unexpected result is that the
self-energy terms of the weak interactions, associated with the Z and W bosons, are \local".
Therefore, the Fermi 4-fermion interaction reappears at the nonperturbative level after the
solution of the Gauss laws in the Higgs phase and the elimination of the unphysical degrees
of freedom. It is interesting to note that, even if only the electromagnetic charge is conserved
(custodial symmetry in the electroweak sector, at each instant there is a global su(2)xu(1)
algebra of non conserved charges.
This physical Hamiltonian appears as the nal stage of the reduction of the non-
renormalizable unitary gauge. To go to the quantum level, one has to learn how to quantize
this nonlocal and nonpolynomial eld theory. Since the Hamiltonian is bilinear in the mo-
menta, with a nonlocal and nonpolynomial coordinate-dependent metric connecting them,
the natural technology to apply for the canonical quantization seems to be the one used
for eld theory in curved spacetimes. Moreover, as said in the Introduction, one now has
an intrinsic classical unit of lenght (the Mller radius) to be used as an intrinsic physical
ultraviolet cuto in the spirit of Dirac and Yukawa.
However, before trying to quantize, we have to covariantize the generalized Coulomb
gauge (see the Introduction) and to unify the standard model with tetrad gravity at the
classical level [see Ref. [25]]: since in the asymptotically flat case one can dene the same
classical unit of lenght in terms of the asymptotic Poincare charges, one would have a unied
description of the four interactions with a universal ultraviolet cuto and a physical nonlocal
Hamiltonian bilinear in the momenta.
As in the cases of papers I and II, the covariant R-gauge-xings [24], of the type
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@Ua(x) + a(x)  0, used in the proof of renormalizability and in the evaluation of
radiative corrections, are ambiguous like the Gauss laws: they can be solved either in the
Higgs elds (would-be Goldstone bosons) a(x) [Higgs phase] or in Uao(x) [unbroken phase]
or in a mixed way [the other mixed phases]. It turns out that in the proofs of renormaliz-
ability one is mixing all the existing disjoint phases (the only physical ones are the Higgs one
and, maybe, the unbroken phase, which could be relevant in cosmology; all the mixed non-
covariant phases are unphysical), and only at the end, in the limit  !1, one is recovering
the Higgs phase.
As said in the Introduction, the covariantization of these results can be done by refor-
mulating the theory on spacelike hypersurfaces in Minkowski spacetime. However, before
getting it, one has to end the study of Dirac and chiral fermion elds on spacelike hypersur-
faces and to understand whether there is a classical background for the chiral anomaly. In
the covariantized theory there will be the possibility to avoid the Fermi 4-fermion interaction
in a covariant way as said in Section VII.
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